Ambient Human-to-Human Communication
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1 Introduction
In the current technological landscape colored by environmental and security concerns the logic of replacing traveling by technical means of communications is
undisputable. For example, consider a comparison between a normal family car and
a video conference system with two laptop computers connected over the Internet.
The power consumption of the car is approximately 25kW while the two computers
and their share of the power consumption in the intermediate routers in total is in
the range of 50W. Therefore, to meet a person using a car at an one hour driving
distance is equivalent to 1000 hours of video conference. The difference in the costs
is also increasing. An estimate on the same cost difference between travel and video
conference twenty years ago gave only three days of continuous video conference
for the same situation [29]. The cost of video conference depends on the duration of
the session while traveling depends only on the distance. However, in a strict economical and environmental sense even a five minute trip by a car in 2008 becomes
more economical than a video conference only when the meeting lasts more than
three and half days.
It is often suggested that the transportation and telecommunications are strongly
coupled, or complementary. The telephone is an important means of making appointments and therefore enabling and justifying more travel, but at the same time
travel increases the need for communications. For example, Short et al [97] give an
example where the opening of a bridge in the UK led to a significant increase in
the telephone traffic between the two previously separated areas. In fact, a recent
analysis by Choo and Mokhtarian [23] on travel and telephony data in the USA
since 1950’s indicates that travel triggers more need for telecommunication than
telephony leads to travel.
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The analysis of travel and telephony statistics in the USA since 1950’s till early
2000’s [23] draws probably a quite accurate picture of the complementarity because
both travel (mainly cars) and telephony in early 2000’s were actually very similar to
1950’s. However, in the last few years travel has became even less attractive due to
increasing energy prices, environmental, and security concerns, while in telephony
there are suddenly many new possibilities related to the availability of broadband
communications, the Internet and Voice-over-IP (VoIP) technologies. However, it
seems that there are still some aspects missing from current telecommunications
which makes it only partially acceptable replacement for travel. A realistic faceto-face experience, and the possibility to touch the other are certainly contributing
factors but the experience of a common space and control of the involvement in a
communication session may also play a significant role.
The topic of this chapter is ambient communication technologies. We may define
an ambient communication system as a spatially distributed system of connected
terminal device which enable dynamic migration of a communication session from
one location in the environment to another and spatial capture and rendering for
multiple simultaneous sessions. The goal of this chapter is to give a broad picture of
the elements of ambient communication systems and give more detailed examples
of the architectures and specific solutions needed in distributed voice-only speaker
telephony, that is, ambient telephony. The main principles of ambient communications are introduced in Sections 2 and 3. In the Section 4 we give an overview of
some of the existing solutions and research challenges related to the development of
a full-scale ambient telephone system. Later, in Section 7 we give also some ideas
on how the same concept can be extended to the visual communication technologies. We also review some approaches on user tracking and calibration of ambient
communication systems in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, we discuss several additional topics in Section 8 and give a summary of areas where more research
is needed.

2 The Long Call
When the first commercial telephone service was started in New Haven NY, USA,
130 years ago, the early telephones were leased in pairs [19]. There was a fixed
wiring between the two devices and the connection was always open, and there
were no phone bills because the call counter had not been invented yet. The modern
scenario is very similar: the Voice-over-IP (VoIP) systems are also based on a peerto-peer connection over the internet and there are no counters or phone bills.
If the connection time is not counted one could expect that the call durations
increase. Recent telecom statistics [33] show that the average call durations in the
traditional telephone and IP telephony are 163 and 379 seconds, respectively. What
is interesting in this change is that not only the mean (or median) call duration increases but there is a new category of very long duration calls. For example, the
percentage of traditional PSTN calls lasting over one hour was 0.7% [33]. The re-
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Fig. 1 Hall’s classification of the social interpersonal distance as a function of the physical interpersonal distance.

sults from a Skype traffic measurement [42] indicates that 4.5% of the calls were
longer than one hour and that 0.5% of the calls took more than three hours. It is
known that many people take voip calls that last hours or days. These can no longer
be considered as traditional telephone calls: the voip phone is used as a awareness
system [75] eliciting the experience of connectedness to the other in the user’s environment [1]. However, that statistics cited above show that currently few people
make very long calls even if it was free. One possible reason is that the current
terminal technologies do not support such use.
The typical speech rate in a traditional telephone call is around 120 words per
minute. In a long duration call, it can be expected that the words per minute rate
fluctuates in a similar way as in natural interaction between people who are in the
same room. That is, the phone call becomes a fragmented sequence consisting of
interactions and silent periods. In many ways, the form of social interaction in a
continuously open telephone line could be similar to the interaction between people
who, for example, live together.
If the model for the next generation telephony is taken from the natural interaction between the people who are physically present, we have to take into account
also the fluctuations in the inter-personal distance. The theory of proxemics by Hall
[44], see Fig. 1, suggests that the social distance, or the intensity of interaction,
between people correlates with the physical distance. The possibility to control the
interpersonal distance depending on situational, social, and emotional context is one
of the missing aspects in traditional communication technologies.
For natural one-to-one conversation the typical distance is the personal distance
around one meter. There are clear biases depending on the cultural background,
personality, gender [90], and the relation between the persons, see, e.g., [97, 68] for
a review. However, it seems that there is often an optimal interpersonal distance for
communication. If the other talker is too close, e.g., closer than one meter, it may
be perceived inconvenient or arousing. On the other hand, in one study [100], when
the nose-to-nose distance was larger than 1.7 meters, familiar subjects in one-to-one
conversation tended to search for a seating position closer to each other.
A speakerphone system aiming at mimicing physical presence should be able
to support the fluctuations in the interpersonal distance. In Section 4.4 we give an
overview of some of the technologies to control the distance in audio telephony.
It is clear that the traditional handset is not an optimal terminal device for a long
call with a fluctuating conversational state. Holding a phone, or sitting in front of
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a videoconference device for more than an hour causes fatigue and makes the user
unavailable for other communication with local and other remote people. Also, if
the users leave the terminal devices, it would be difficult to know when the other is
next time close to the phone and available to continue the conversation. Naturally
one way of staying in reach is to wear the terminal continuously, for example, a
bluetooth earpiece or a head-mounted display. Advanced techniques to combine the
local acoustic scene and remote persons voices using special headsets have been
proposed by several authors, see, e.g, [50, 55]. However, long-term use of bodyworn appliances is inconvenient for various reasons. In this chapter we focus on
technologies where the same service is provided by a network of terminal devices
distributed in the environment. This scenario facilitates a flexible control of spatial
attributes of the presence of the remote person, which may possibly solve most of
the terminal problems mentioned above.

3 Spatial Attributes Of Presence
The word presence implies that the other has some location in the user’s environment. Let us first make a distinction between two extremes: telepresence and social
presence [59, 13]. Telepresence is often characterized by the experience of being
there. Telepresence technology aims at providing an experience of being present in
another location, e.g., typically in virtual reality with the help of a head-mounted
display and data gloves, or an immersive environments such as the CAVE environments installed in several research laboratories. Collaborative virtual environments
have been studied extensively in business, conference, and e-learning applications
[24], but not usually in the context of home communications.
Social presence may be characterized as an experience of the other being here. In
ambient communication the users remain in their natural environment and therefore
the focus is more specifically in social presence than in telepresence, although, it
is usually not possible to make a complete separation. For example, while a highquality speech communication system may give a social presence experience of having the other here, the background sounds heard in any telephony system may give
also an experience of being there. The mixing of the two main branches of the presence technology in practical systems is partly due to the limitations in technology,
i.e., in segmentation, transmission, and rendering of the audiovisual or multi-modal
representations of the other person.
A typical use case for social presence technology is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
the desired experience is the social presence of the other in the user’s own natural
environment. In this scenario, a representation of a remote person, the other, is virtually transferred to and rendered in the natural environment of the user. In other
words, the user’s environment is augmented by a mediated presence of the other.
The Augmented Reality, AR, is produced by adding synthetic objects into the real
environment [20]. Many traditional voice-only teleconference systems built in dedicated rooms already starting from 1950’s can be considered as augmented reality
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Fig. 2 Augmented presence.

systems, see e.g. [82, 111], for a review of historical systems. In these voice-only
teleconference systems the microphone is typically placed on a meeting table and
one or more loudspeakers also on the table or in some cases in in the ceiling or walls
of the room. In the Remote Meeting Table system used in the 1970’s by the UK Civil
Service Department is a very clear example. In the reported system the voices of remote participants in a meeting room teleconference application were played from
individual loudspeakers with a name sign and a activity lamp placed on a meeting
table in positions where the remote person would be seated if present [97]. More
recently similar systems including a small camera and a video screen have been
proposed, for example, by [96, 114]. The same idea can be also taken even further
by including an anthropomorphic robotic interface such as in the TELENOR system
introduced in [104].
Mixed reality (MR) includes Virtual Reality (VR), AR, and a continuum between
them [78, 105]. One example of a mixed reality system is illustrated in Fig. 3, where
the user’s physical environment is extended by an opening to the physical environment of the other. This configuration is essentially the spatial model for all videoconference systems, see [82, 62], for a review.

Fig. 3 Extended space by a virtual opening.
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The opening between the two rooms in Fig. 3 resembles an open window between
the two environments. Conceptually, the environment of the other is virtually moved
to the neighborhood of the user and the two walls are co-positioned and removed.
Communication systems based on the concept of an acoustic window [99, 46, 43],
or audio-visual window [17, 54] have been proposed by many authors.
Naturally, one may also consider a mixed reality system where the remote environment, or several distant environments, are mixed with the local environment, see
Fig. 4. This does not necessarily mean that all multi-modal inputs from two or more
environments are mixed into one complex scene. The idea of overlapping the home
floor plans is typically used in order to position representations of the remote people in an intuitive way. Grivas introduced an ambient communication system where
a small number of similar devices at two homes were represented in the home of
another person by colored light sources [41]. For example, if a user switched on
a coffee machine, it turned on a light in the other user’s home in a location corresponding to the coffee machine.

Fig. 4 The physical spaces of the user and the others can be positioned freely, e.g., on top of each
other, or as virtual neighbors.

The technologies for real-time communication can be characterized by the map
of Fig. 5. The conventional telephony falls into the left bottom corner of the map. It
is session-based technology for which the characteristic model for interaction is the
call. The call is a session which is started and terminated, and it has a high intensity
at the level of 120 words per minute during the session. In the visual communication
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Fig. 5 The map of telephones.

there is a continuous eye-contact between the participants. A long voip call is an
example of a more persistent form of communication where the concept of the call
session is vanishing and it is replaced by a continuous acoustic presence of the other.
Moreover, the traditional telephone is an example of terminal-centric technology
where the attention of the user to the terminal itself is needed to use the system. The
speakerphone is a step towards ambient communications where the user may carry
on conversation in the neighborhood of the device.
The concept of ambient telephony, in the right top corner of the map of Fig. 5, is
introduced in detail in the following sections. ambient telephone is a speakerphone
which supports the persistent use and it is ubiquitously available in the home environment [48]. The ambient communication is essentially a service provided by the
networked infrastructure in home. In some sense, this service is similar to heating,
air conditioning, or lighting which are also infrastructure services provided everywhere and continuously in the modern home environment.

4 Ambient Speech Technology
The ambient telephone is a speakerphone system based on arrays of loudspeakers
and microphones, which are distributed in the home environment and are connected
to each other via a home network. The audio rendering and capture in the ambient
communication system are performed in a spatially selective way. Therefore, it is
possible to position the voice of a remote person and the capture position of the
local speech, in principle, at any location in the environment or move it from one
room to another with a local user.
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The possibility to move the call from one device and one spatial location to another is one of the central features of the ambient telephone. The free mobility of
the remote and local participants in the environment is one of the elementary properties of real physical presence and it is essential for the control of the interpersonal
distance. The mobility also makes it possible to carry on with other activities while
having a call.
Another benefit of the ambient telephone is the easy management of multiple
simultaneous calls. For example, receiving a new call or making a new call while
another call is still open can be performed very naturally because of the possibilities to move talkers to distinct spatial positions or leave calls open, for example, in
different rooms.

4.1 Ambient Telephone Architecture
One possible architecture for an ambient telephone system is shown in Fig. 6. The
system has one master phone, which is the main gateway to external communication channels such as the Internet, mobile phone network, or the public switched
telephone network, PSTN. The master phone is typically the central control point
of the system. The number of individual telephone units, or phonelets, in the system may be arbitrary and they can be placed freely. In this chapter we use the term
phonelet for individual units of a distributed communication system. Note that the
term has not necessarily relation to the phonelets used in Java-based telephone software development [67].
The communication between the phonelets and the master phone include audio
streams and different types of control messages. The network platform for an ambient telephone system can be TCP/IP network where individual devices may be
connected in different ways including wired, wireless, and powerline connections.
However, a similar functionality can also be built on top of other network platforms
including the DECT/CAT-IQ cordless telephone network [27].
In order to implement a spatially selective capture and rendering of audio it is
necessary to know the physical locations of the phonelets in the environment. The
configuration and calibration of the ambient communication system is discussed in
Section 6.
A typical block diagram of a phonelet is shown in Fig. 7. For each incoming
call each phonelet initializes a caller instance which contains the implementations
of certain signal processing algorithms for capture and rendering needed in the distributed speakerphone. The master phone may be similar to the other phonelets but
it has certain additional functions mainly related to the control of the entire phone
system as illustrated in Fig. 8. The master phone also creates a new software instance for each incoming call and it is responsible for controlling the rendering and
capture position of the call, and monitor the activity status of the call.
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Fig. 6 A distributed ambient telephone system.

4.2 Speech Capture And Enhancement
The fundamental problem in speech capture is to maximize the signal-to-interference
ratio for the desired talker. The interferences are caused by other sound sources in
the environment, reverberation, and the speech of the remote person rendered to the
environment.
In the ambient telephone the distance between the talker and the microphone
device is often beyond the echo radius, which is the distance of the microphone
from the talker where the energies of the direct sound and room reverberation are
at the same level. To reduce the amount of reverberant sound it is beneficial to use
microphone arrays combined with beamforming to maximize the amplitude of the
direct sound [107]. The use of beamforming requires tracking of the users which
is briefly discussed below. It is also often necessary to try to actively cancel unwanted sound sources using side-lobe cancellation techniques, see, [40, 61], and
active noise suppressions techniques [30]. The suppression of reverberantion can
also be treated separately, see, e.g., [106]. Several powerful algorithms exist for the
speech enhancement using microphone arrays, see, e.g., [9, 108] for a review. However, the dynamic hand-over of speech capture in an ambient telephone system of
two or more spatially separated arrays contains new challenges for speech enhancement algorithms.
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Fig. 7 A typical architecture of a phonelet.

Fig. 8 A typical architecture of a master phone.

Most work for speech capture in stereophonic and multichannel audio communication have been performed in the extended space configuration of Fig. 3. The benefits of stereophonic representation of the audio are usually linked to the cocktail
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party effect [21] which in this case translates to better separation and identification
of far-end talkers and higher intelligibility in noisy conditions.
The problem of acoustic echo arises from the acoustic propagation of the sound
played back from a loudspeaker to the microphone capturing the local speech. In
the first stereophonic speakerphones [15, 3] this was solved by using half-duplex
communication solution where the near-end microphones were muted when the farend talker was active. Better solutions based on adaptive echo cancelation [101] and
later adaptive multichannel echo cancelation [8] have been developed to make communication systems full-duplex. However, the near-end speech activity detection is
still necessary to control the adaptation of the cancelation filters during double-talk
and the residual echo attenuation. Basically all solutions are based on adaptive cancelation filters and dynamic attenuation of the remaining echo.
In a multichannel audio communication systems there is a separate acoustic propagation path from each active loudspeaker to each active microphone. The task of
the echo canceller is to synthesize copies of the echo path signals using typically
frequency-domain adaptive filters [98] for modeling each echo path. The generated
synthetic signals are then subtracted from the microphone signals. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 where H̃ represents a matrix of acoustic transfer functions from
each loudspeaker to each microphone. The task of the multichannel echo canceller
is to use a truncated estimate of the acoustic transfer functions H, as illustrated in
Fig. 9 to cancel those parts from the microphone signals. The stereophonic echo
problem is significantly more challenging than the single-channel echo problem.
The main problem is related to the fact that the two signals played from the loudspeakers may be, and usually are, correlated. Therefore, there is no unique way to
determine which signal components observed in the microphone signal are arriving
from which speaker in the room. Consequently, there is no unique solution for the
normal equations needed to solve the coefficients of the adaptive filters modelling
the acoustic paths. In addition, it can be shown that most possible solutions depend
on the acoustic transfer functions from the talker to the microphone in the far-end
room. The two most common solutions are to decorrelate the loudspeaker signal by
using non-linear distortion to one of the signals [7], or to control the estimation of
the adaptive filter coefficients dynamically in such a way that the filters are only
adapted in frequency and time slots where the two signals are uncorrelated [94].
In principle, the use of multichannel acoustic echo cancelation of Fig. 9 is necessary when the audio is being transmitted in a stereo or multichannel representation.
This is typically the case in extended space scenario [15, 17, 18, 43]. However, in
the ambient telephone system for the home environment we may usually assume
that the speech signals transmitted from the far-end are monophonic. Therefore, it is
possible to simplify the system by at least two possible ways. Fig. 10 gives an example of a system of multiple single-channel echo cancelers and in Fig. 11 shows even
a simpler system with only one echo canceler between the received far-end signal
before spatial reproduction and the transmitted single-channel speech signal derived
from the multi-microphone input. The obvious problem with the solution in Fig. 10
is that the echo path being modeled by the adaptive filter will also model spatial
sound rendering method R, which can be usually represented as a linear slowly-
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Fig. 9 A multichannel echo cancelation system.

Fig. 10 A multiple single-channel echo cancelation system.

varying matrix filtering operation. In the system of Fig. 11, the modeled echo path
will also contain the processing of the microphone signals, that is, the echo canceler can be characterized as a system given by RHC [22]. In general, it is difficult
to isolate the estimation of the filter matrix representing the pure acoustic paths H̃
in the systems of Figs. 10-11. Reed, Hawksford, and Hughes [88] have proposed a
modification of an AEC algorithm where the rendering can be separated in the case
of using amplitude panning in spatial sound reproduction.
The implementation of the ambient telephone system using network-connected
phonelets in the way shown in Fig. 6 poses additional requirements for the algorithmic architecture. In principle it is necessary that all echo paths in the system
of Fig. 9 which is a computationally expensive task. [18] and [18] and [84] have
demonstrated that the complexity of the multi-channel echo canceller can be signifi-
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Fig. 11 A single channel echo cancelation system.

cantly reduced in the case where audio reproduction is based on wavefield synthesis
of a single source signal. This can also be seen as a method for the separation of
R from the estimation of the canceller filter. The adaptation of set of filter coefficients H in Fig. 9 requires that all loudspeaker and microphone signals are available
in one device, which translates to a high continuous load for the local network. In
addition, since there is a separate echo canceler array for each incoming caller the
multi-channel echo cancelation solution quickly leads to large computational load.
In the multiple single-channel solution of Fig. 10 the data transmission can be kept
relatively low and there is only a single echo canceler for each caller which makes it
somewhat easier to scale the solution for different numbers of phonelets. The speech
enhancement and the decision to transmit the microphone data to the master phone
can also be performed locally in each phonelet which reduces the network load. This
is essentially the solution illustrated in Fig.6 but there is additionally a secondary
echo canceler in the master phone. A similar solution has been proposed earlier, for
example, by [63] but not in a context of a network-distributed telephone system.
The system of Fig.11 is also a usable solution. The main additional problem in
this configuration is that also the dynamic microphone preprocessing C is now inside the echo cancellation loop. Modified AEC algorithms for the case of an adaptive
beamformer in the echo loop have been proposed, e.g., in [63, 45]. In the real-time
16-channel hard-wired ambient telephone system installed in the HomeLab [92] of
Philips Research, Eindhoven, The Netherlands in 2007, the echo cancelation solution was a single-channel echo canceler where the echo-loop contained spatial rendering and speech capture which was relatively simple microphone selection method
based on user tracking. In practical tests the performance of this solution was found
acceptable, although, some residual echo can be heard at the remote end especially
during the periods when the rendering position of the caller is being moved from
one room to another. The movement of the rendering and capture position is per-
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formed by changing the rendering and capture processing, R and C, Any changes
in those also naturally affect the acoustic transfer functions in H.
The speech capture should be controlled by speech activity detection [108]. The
fluctuating activity level of long calls sets high requirements for the detection of the
speech activity. In a multi-user environment, the VAD should also be combined with
speaker recognition. Moreover, the problem of near-end interference is emphasized
in ambient telephony because of acoustic multitasking, e.g., listening to music or
watching television during a call, which are a natural activities in the case of real
physical presence with people.

4.3 Speech Transmission
There are a large number of standardized speech coders which are used in different
speech communication applications, see, for example, [102, 66], for overview. In
VOIP applications standardized ITU-T G.711, G.729/G.729A, and G.723.1 coders
are commonly used but there is also a large number of proprietary coders used in
popular VOIP applications. In wideband speech communication the G.722 [76] and
AMR-WB [11] coders are also popular. In the ambient telephone application the
transmission content can be based on many different coders depending on whether
the incoming call is received through a mobile or VoIP network. When the speech
signal of the remote caller is played through a loudspeaker system the requirements
for the voice quality are high. For example, a low-quality mobile phone speech
played through a loudspeaker system may not sound acceptable. Therefore, it may
be necessary to develop techniques for post-transmissions speech enhancement to
alleviate the quality problems and preferable make every caller sound as good as
possible. For example, in the system illustrated in Fig. 6 this is performed in the master telephone, see, Fig. 8. Typically post-transmission speech enhancement should
contain algorithms for speech bandwidth extension, see [73], and packet-loss concealment in the case of VoIP transmission [108].
The requirements for the echo cancelation are coupled with the choice of the
audio transmission format. For example, in the network-distributed ambient telephone system illustrated in Figs. 6-8 the residual echo cancellation is performed in
the master phone. The speech signal from a phonelet should be transmitted over
the local network preferably in encoded form. It is known that many sophisticated
coders such as AMR-WB introduce non-linear distortions to the microphone which
severely degrade the performance of the adaptive filters used in echo cancellation
[47]. For this reason, the system illustrated in the figures actually uses a simple
G.722 coder for in-home transmission because there the problem is much smaller.
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4.4 Spatial Speech Reproduction
One of the challenges for spatial speech production is to create positioned sound
sources in a very large listening area. The rendering of the speech of the other person
can be performed using any of spatial audio rendering techniques including amplitude panning [86, 74], various types of holophonic reproduction methods such wave
field synthesis (WFS) [10, 110], adaptive methods such as transaural reproduction
[65], or adaptive wave field synthesis [36]. In all cases the listener is assumed to
stay more or less in an optimal listening position, the sweet spot, or at least within a
restricted listening area inside a volume enclosed by the loudspeakers. Furthermore,
the sources are typically restricted to the space outside this volume. Some of these
restriction should be relaxed in the ambient telephone scenario because one cannot
necessarily assume that listener is seated in the sweet spot and this configuration
does not allow flexible control of the interpersonal distance.

4.4.1 Follow-Me Effect For A Large Listening Area
In ambient telephony the user is free to move in the environment, for example, to
walk from one room to another or to go outside of the listening area. In theory, it
is possible to build a sound field reproduction system which can create a physically
plausible approximation of the actual acoustic wavefield produced by a human talker
in the environment [10]. However, this is not always feasible or desired, e.g, in the
home environment, because the required number of loudspeakers increases rapidly
as a function of the area or the volume of the listening space.
In practice, we are limited to a sparse and widely distributed arrays of loudspeakers. The most familiar example of such an ambient audio reproduction system is the
public announcement system of a railway station or an airport. While the public announcement system is designed to deliver the same message to everyone in the area
the goal of an ambient telephone system is to produce localized voice of a remote
person to a tracked individual.
Clearly a sparse array of speakers does not allow for an exact reproduction of the
desired wave field for most listening positions. In fact, it turns out that the reproduced sound field is very different from the desired physical sound field. However,
in [51] it was demonstrated that this type of sparse array can actually create a very
strong illusion that the sound source is moving with the listener when the listener
walks, for example, through a hallway or from one room to another. This can be
done simply by playing the same speech signal synchronously from all the loudspeakers. The produced effect is similar to the visual phenomenon that sun always
appears moving with an observer. Fig. 12 shows the predictions of the direction of a
sound source for a person walking by a line array of loudspeakers. The directional
estimates were computed using a model of binaural hearing detailed in [51].
The simple method of playing identical signals from a line array of loudspeakers
to create the follow-me effect for a moving observer has many shortcoming. First,
for a listener who is not in front of the array but outside of the range spanned by the
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Fig. 12 A prediction of the binaural localization model of the perceived direction of the source in
positions in front of a uniform line array with listeners facing parallel to the array.

two ends of the array, the sound appears severely colored due to the comb filtering
effect. In hands-free telephony, it is desired that the sound is following the user. The
sound source should appear localized close to the user also for a second person with
a different state of motion. For a second person who is not using the application, the
stationary follow-me effect may appear disturbing.
A simplest method for localized playback is to play the voice of the remote person always only from the nearest loudspeaker. Typically that transition form one
speaker to another should be performed smoothly to avoid artifacts related to the
onset and offset of audio. However, this method has the limitation that the voice
appears jumping from one device to another.
It is possible to use multiple loudspeakers simultaneously to create localized
phantom sound sources. Several dynamic spatial rendering algorithms were compared in [51]. The algorithms were compared in a listening experiment illustrated in
Fig. 13. The listening test was carried out in a quiet and relatively damped listening
room with a line array of eight small loudspeakers. In the experiments the subjects
were asked to walk back and forth the path marked in Fig. 13. The reproduction
algorithms were controlled in real-time based on camera-based tracking of the position of the subject. The subjects gave grades for various attributes related to the
perceived position and movement of a sound source.
It actually turned out that it is relatively easy to create a convincing illusion that
the remote talker is moving with the user. The movement in most algorithms is
smooth and the coloration of sound is at a low level. However, larger differences
were found for a second observer who is not moving. Therefore the authors of
[51] recommended the use of a rendering technique based on the secondary source
method. In the secondary source method the sound is delayed and attenuated in individual loudspeakers to simulate the actual propagation of sound from the desired
source position to the position of the loudspeaker. A similar method is used in con-
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Fig. 13 The listening test setup.

.

ference and lecture hall reinforcement systems to improve the localization of the
local talkers [26]. In the system of Figs. 6 the secondary source method can be implemented in a distributed way such that each incoming speech signal is multicasted
to all phonelets where the signal is modified for reproduction in the rendering block
indicated in Fig. 7 using the dynamic geometric model maintained by the master
phone of Fig. 8.

4.4.2 The Control Of Interpersonal Distance
The secondary source method described above has a low complexity and it produces
a clearly localized ambient speech source relatively independently of the position of
the observer. However, the perceived distance of the remote person is always at the
minimum at the distance of the nearest loudspeaker.
Several acoustical properties that depend on the distance between source and listener are known to affect the perception of distance. In the free field the source intensity at the position of the listener is inversely proportional to the source distance.
Various studies have shown that for familiar sources the intensity correlates with
perceived distance [25, 103]. The ratio between the direct and reverberant sound is
inversely proportional to the source distance and provides a potential cue for distance perception [77] and the temporal structure of early reflections from walls is
know to contribute [64, 16]. Other acoustical cues that can contribute to perceived
distance at near distances close the listener are spectral cues due to head scattering
resulting in a relative increase in low frequency energy [31], interaural level difference cues, and to a lesser extent interaural time delay cues, while at very large
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Fig. 14 The listening test setup.

.

distances the attenuation of high frequencies may provide cues for distance perception (cf. [25]). The dynamic distance cues such as the Doppler effect, see e.g.
[49] for a review, are probably not relevant in ambient telephony because the effect
becomes only audible when the speed of the sound source is high.
It is relatively easy to reproduce sound of a remote talker such that it is at any
distance farther away than the nearest loudspeaker [37] but it is difficult to create an
illusion that the other is at the intimate or even personal range if the loudspeakers
are farther away that two meters. One of few potential technologies for creating a
virtual sound source very close to a listener is an exotic parametric array reproduction technique known as the audio spotlight [116, 85]. A somewhat similar illusion
can also be created using by focussed beam-shaping with an array of loudspeakers
[69].
There are also possibilities to use highly directional loudspeakers as a part of the
sound reproduction system for the ambient telephone to control the distance effect.
A loudspeaker configuration combining a highly directional panel loudspeaker and
a surround audio system was introduced in [52]. The system is shown in Fig. 14
where S is a directional speaker and the surrounding loudspeaker system is used to
create virtual image sources [2] that correspond to the desired virtual source position. It was demonstrated in [52] that with the careful control of sound reproduction
with a highly directional loudspeaker aiming at the subject and the level of simulated early reflections it is possible to create a controllable effect of having a remote
talker’s voice in a position between the listener and the nearest loudspeakers. However, this method again requires knowing the position of the subject and some means
of controlling the radiation pattern of the directional loudspeaker.
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5 Tracking And Interaction
The control of spatial rendering and capture usually requires that the position of
the local talker is known. For example, in the follow-me scenario where the virtual
speakerphone follows a user from one room the position of the local user should be
tracked. The technologies for localization of users are reviewed in another chapter
of this handbook (Part VI, Chapter 6).
The three major techniques for location-sensing are triangulation, proximity and
scene analysis, see [56] for the taxonomy. Triangulation is based on multiple distance measurements between know points, in proximity techniques the distance to
a known set of points is measured, and in scene analysis a view from a particular
vantage point is examined. In many tracking methods the user is required to carry
a beacon which may be a transmitter or a receiver device. Active RFID tags are a
commonly used for tracking based on either proximity or triangulation. However,
the preferred solution for ambient communication systems is beaconless tracking
where the location is determined by the user’s voice, moving body, radiated heat,
or some other measurable quantity related to the presence of the user. The most
commonly used beaconless tracking techniques are based on localization of active
talkers using microphone arrays [28] or cameras, or a combination of both microphone and camera data, see, e.g., [35]. In the case where there are several potential
users in the environment it is also necessary to identify the users in order to determine how the speech signal(s) should be rendered in the environment. This requires
development of algorithms that are capable to both localize and identify the users.
Most likely a functional solution to tracking in ambient communication applications should be based on multiple modalities and high-level reasoning and learning
algorithms. Software architectures for ubiquitous tracking in network environment
have been proposed, see, e.g., [57, 93].
In this chapter we have mainly focused on the media technology of the ambient
communication. Various topics related to the user interaction with the system and
privacy need further study. The privacy issues in ubiquitous systems such as ambient
telephone have been recently reviewed, e.g., by [72]. The user interaction aspects of
ambient intelligence has a dedicated chapter in this book (Part III).

6 Calibration And Configuration
It is easy to build an ambient telephone setup in a laboratory environment. The loudspeakers and microphones can be put in optimal positions and the rendering and
capture can be controlled by a known geometric model. When a user installs such
a system in the home environment the geometry is unknown. Therefore, the system
should be able to calibrate itself. The networked nodes of the system can find each
other via some middleware such as UPNP [60]. However, the network discovery of
devices does not provide information about the physical locations of the devices in
the environment. When the devices are connected via a wireless network it is possi-
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ble to find their relative locations by measuring the signal strength, time-of-arrival,
or angle-of-arrival of radio frequency signal between each transmitter and receiver,
see [83]. However, the RMS localization errors in WLAN and DECT are typically
above 2 meters [109]. In the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) wireless technology the localization errors are well below one meter [38] which is probably sufficient for most
ambient communication scenarios. The RF measurement does not provide accurate
information to control audiovisual capture and rendering applications in a multiroom application. It may happen that there is no line-of-sight between two devices
but they are still in the same room, or two devices may be in different rooms but
only on opposite sides of a wall. For example, drywall is acoustically and visually
an efficient isolator between the rooms but has a low tangent loss for UWB radio
propagation [80]. Therefore, it is necessary to use also acoustic or vision techniques
in the calibration of the ambient communication system.
The acoustic calibration can be performed using a separate measurement session,
see, e.g. [79]. Many modern high-end surround audio systems feature automatic offline calibration of the loudspeaker setup. Usually those are based on playing test
sequences from loudspeakers and comparing those to a microphone signal captured
at the central listening area. In [112], it has been demonstrated that an ad hoc network of laptops can be used as a sensor array for capturing speech from participants
of a meeting and such arrays can also be calibrated automatically using off-line
measurements [87]. Controlled off-line measurement provides accurate measurement data on an acoustic path. However, a separate measurement session needs to
be repeated every time a new device is added to the system, or devices are moved
from one place to another. The orchestration of such measurements between various
devices in a dynamic environment becomes very difficult.
An alternative way of measuring the acoustic paths between devices is to perform
it continuously during the normal operation of the system. These techniques are typically based on adaptive system identification where the acoustic path is modelled as
a high order FIR filter and the coefficients of that filter are estimated by comparing
the original signal to a captured microphone signal. For example, [71] reported that a
standard FIR LMS algorithm converged to a useful solution in one room in few minutes of playing typical audio material. Adaptive estimation can be also performed
simultaneously to several positions in the listening area [32]. It is also possible to
embed low-level test signals into audio signals and use those in the identification
of the path [81]. One potential method for the automatic measurement of acoustic
paths in a system of networked audio devices was recently introduced in [47].
The calibration should ideally give a physical model of the environment the devices there which could be then used in the control of focus and nimbus [89], or the
audibility and visibility of the remote and local participants. The geometric model
should be the basis for the software architecture used to control an ambient communication system. The free mobility of the call in the user’s environment is a challenge
for the software architecture because it requires decoupling of the communication
application from the individual devices such as phonelets running the software. For
example, the migration of the call from one device to another be performed with the
help of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [58] but it essentially closes the call in
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one terminal opens it in another terminal. A middleware solution more suitable for
the control of ambient communication applications has been recently proposed in
[93].

7 Ambient Visual Communication
Sound and light are fundamentally different in the sense that the diffraction around
obstacles and reflection from surfaces largely preserves the acoustic information
while visual information is usually completely lost. Therefore, direct line-of-sight
is needed both in the capture of the visual representation of a subject and rendering
of the received image at the receiving end.
In the extended space scenario of Fig. 3, e.g., the traditional video-telephony,
the geometric properties of localized audio and video are similar. In both visual and
acoustic domains the goal is to capture and reproduce a view through a window connecting the two locations. The experience of interpersonal distance is naturally an
essential aspect of video communication. It can also be used, for example, as a part
of the user interface of the system [91]. In the ambient communication scenario of
Fig. 2, however, there is not clear matching paradigm in visual reproduction for the
spatial localized audio. For example, true holographic projection systems capable
of creating visible 3D characters in open air probably remain science fiction in the
foreseeable future. Three-dimensional autostereographic display technologies are
already mature [70] and provide interesting possibilities for the control of the interpersonal distance in conversation. However, the viewing area is still limited in front
of the flat display, thus making the communication mode terminal-centric. Various
volumetric display systems, see, e.g, [14] for a review, are not limited to the 2D
display but the visual representation is projected inside an enclosed volume that can
only be observed from outside.
In a large multi-room environment continuous capture of a freely moving subject
can only be performed with a network of cameras. Multi-camera techniques for
tracking and capturing of a human character have been reviewed in another chapter
of this book (Part VII, Chapter 1) and, e.g., in [53].
For the rendering of the visual representation there are currently three solutions
available: the use of multiple display devices, video projection [12] or pixelated
light techniques integrated in lighting. In multi-display reproduction separate display devices are placed in different rooms. In the follow-me scenario they can be
controlled in such a way that the current audio-visual call migrates from one display device to another following the moving user. This is technically feasible and
supported by middleware solutions for networked home, however, intelligent power
management techniques are needed in the displays to make the application environmentally acceptable. One possibility is to use very low-power electrophoretic
display techniques (e-paper), for example, integrated in a wall paper or a piece of
furniture. The video projection techniques provide interesting new opportunities due
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to the progress in solid-state lighting and liquid crystal active optics which makes it
possible to build power-efficient projection devices.
In e-paper and video projection on arbitrary surface it is difficult to create a visually accurate representation of the remote person, although, full-colour e-paper
technology will be available in the near future and there exist also various techniques for the photometric compensation in video projection, see, e.g., [5, 34]. It
is possible to render a reduced visual representation which may be sufficient for
determining the pose and current activity of a remote person and also support audio telephony with hand and body gestures. For example, the remote person can be
represented as an animated character or an avatar [95] which is optimized for the
limited visual rendering. In video projection it is also possible to render silhouette
images as shadows representing the remote people [4, 115].

8 Future Research
The topic of this chapter is ambient communication systems which are defined as
distributed systems of connected terminal devices which enable dynamic migration
of a communication session from one location in the environment to another and
spatial capture and rendering for multiple simultaneous sessions. In this chapter we
give a broad overview of existing research and challenges in the area of ambient
communications rather than the algorithmic details.
If the idea of ambient human-to-human communication modeling the real physical presence of remote people in the users natural environment is taken literally,
the list of open research questions is very long. In voice-only telephony the main
challenge is the clean capture of speech in a noisy and reverberant environment.
In the audio rendering the accurate control of the perceived interpersonal distance
requires more research. In visual communication the challenges are in the capture
of the character of a person from a large area in varying lighting conditions. The
capture is tightly coupled with the rendering of the image in the receiving end. For
ambient visual rendering there are several solutions available but they are limited by
the terminal-centricity or quality and visibility.
In addition to the continuous development of algorithms for audio-visual communication there is also very interesting new developments in materials and hardware technologies. For example, the pressure-sensitive paint introduced in [39] may
evolve into a usable solution for true ambient capture of speech. There the microphones can be literally painted on any surface and the pressure signal impinging the
surface can be read using a laser scanner from another location in the room. For the
audio reproduction the development of ferroelectret materials [6] and new advances
in nano-technology [113] may offer in the future thin free-form loudspeaker panels
that can be integrated in furniture or wall paper.
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